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Research Compiled and Summaries Written by Shin San



◈ Text of Legislation◈



◈ General Analysis◈

As stated in the bill’s text, the Solar Investment Tax Credit, or ITC, is a 30 percent

federal tax credit for solar systems on residential and commercial properties that, under

current law, remains in effect through December 31, 2016. The ITC was initially

created as part of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and extended through December 31,

2016 with the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008. As opposed to phasing

out to 10 percent and 0 percent on December 31, 2016, this bill advocates for a longer

phase out. The 20/10/0 Scenario entails a scheduled phasing-out of the ITC in its

current form over an 8 year period.

Federal deployment support for solar photovoltaic (PV) installations comes primarily in

the form of tax incentives, such as accelerated depreciation rates and tax credits. Since
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the Energy Policy Act of 20054 established the solar ITC in its current form, annual

solar PV capacity additions in the United States have steadily risen. Numbers suggest

that the ITC, along with accelerated depreciation rates and state-level mandates and

incentives, has been an effective driver of solar PV deployment in the United States.

Yet, the solar ITC, originally adopted with strong support has become a polarizing

incentive, with supporters and critics both vocal in the court of public opinion.

Robust qualitative and quantitative analyses inform energy policy. These calculations

usually project different scenarios for various goals: to reduce cost or to promote

further generation. Also note that this tax credit is different from a production tax credit

(PTC) which award actual generation not investment in equipment required to generate

renewable power. With this in mind, debaters are discouraged from generalizing this

complex debate into a black and white, pro-solar vs anti-solar or the even more

generalized debate of renewables vs anti-renewables. Such novice debate relies on

overly essential talking points that miss critical analyses. Instead, debaters should

analyze the following areas: the economic impacts of an energy tax credit, comparisons

of tax credit to other instruments e.g. cash grant, PTC, etc. Contextualize the debate in

the U.S. solar industry, its history in the past decades and where it is at right now in

2015 and where it is projected to be in a few years.



◈ Affirmative Analysis◈

The point of a lengthened phasing out is timing. The proposed 20/10/0 recognizes that

the years 2017-2020 are most critical to the solar PV industry as incentives in the nearterm are needed the most. Support comes primarily from within the industry. Speaking

for roughly 1000 member companies, the Solar Energy Industries Association hails the

ITC as “the cornerstone of continued growth of solar energy in the United States”

and “one of the most important federal policy mechanisms to support the

deployment of solar energy in the United States.” Debaters should be careful that this

bill still phases out the ITC but delays the eventual 0 percent by 7 more years.



◈ Affirmative Cards◈

Aff – 20/10/0 Scenario avoids the ‘boom and bust’ cycle (2015)

Steyer-Taylor Center for Energy Policy and Finance. Stanford University "The Federal Investment Tax

Credit for Solar Energy:Assessing and Addressing the Impact of the 2017 Step-Down" Stephen Comello

et al, Jan 5, 2015.
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&lt;https://steyertaylor.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/publications_files/itc20report20to20doe20final2020ja

n202015_0.pdf&gt;



Our calculations show that for the scenarios examined in this study the

diminishing ITC support would be just sufficient - with little or no margin to

spare - to sustain the competitiveness and current momentum of the solar

industry. By smoothing the trajectory of reduced federal support, our policy

alternatives should at least mitigate the anticipated 'boom and bust' cycle that is

likely to emerge under the current policy. Furthermore, in contrast to the

current policy, we envision the complete elimination of the solar ITC past 2024.



Aff – ITC expiry in 2016 will harm still emerging markets (2015)

Utility Dive. “To ITC or not to ITC: What happens if solar's federal tax incentives aren't extended The

potential loss of solar capacity is about equal to the total amount currently installed.” Herman K. Trabish.

October 1, 2015. &lt;http://www.utilitydive.com/news/to-itc-or-not-to-itc-what-happens-if-solars-federaltax-incentives-arent/406304/&gt;



While states with big solar markets will lose the most if the ITC is not extended,

states with emerging markets may not survive at all because they lack a market

pushing them forward Yozwiak said. “If I were a utility, I would think this is

important. The message from the data is that there is a lot of solar on the way.” In

states with emerging markets, “smaller utilities might be adding perhaps two to

three solar customers per month,” Yozwiak (Maddy Yozwiak, U.S. Power and

RECs analyst and co-author of the recently-released report, “How extending the

investment tax credit would affect US solar build,” from Bloomberg New Energy

Finance (BNEF)) explained. “If there is an ITC, that might become five to ten solar

customers per month and, by 2022, that might be hundreds per month. But without

the ITC, they might go from five to ten per month back to one to two.” Without the

ITC, marginal markets will disappear, Clifford agreed.
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Aff – Extension of the ITC can generate enough electricity to power 19

million homes (2015)

Solar Energy Industries Association via Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “How an Extension of the

Solar Investment Tax Credit Would Affect the Industry.” September 15, 2015.

&lt;http://www.seia.org/sites/default/files/resources/BNEF_SEIA%20Solar%20Forecast_15%20September

%202015.pdf&gt;



If the ITC is extended, by 2022 more than 95 GW of solar power will be installed in

the U.S., generating nearly 144 Terawatt-hours (TWh) of electricity each year. This

means that: The solar industry would generate enough electricity to power 19

million homes Solar would account for 3.5% of U.S. electricity generation – up

from just 0.1% in 2010 Every year, solar power would offset 100 million metric

tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, equivalent to shuttering 26 coal-fired

power plants or taking 20 million cars off the roads



Aff – Nearing expiration date is causing solar companies to cancel large

projects (2014)

Bloomberg Bureau of National Affairs. “SOLAR INDUSTRY LAUNCHES LOBBYING EFFORT AS

TAX DEADLINE PROMPTS CANCELED PROJECTS.” Ari Natter. October 22, 2014.

&lt;http://www.bna.com/solar-industry-launches-b17179907013/&gt;



At least two utility-scale thermal solar plants, including one planned by Oakland,

Calif.-based BrightSource Energy Inc., have been mothballed amid uncertainty over

whether companies would be able to qualify for the 30 percent investment tax credit

(ITC), according to the Solar Energy Industries Association, a Washington-based

trade group. More cancellations are expected as the Dec. 31, 2016, deadline nears,

said Derek Dorn, a partner at Davis &amp; Harman LLP, who previously was

Democratic staff director for the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Energy, Natural

Resources and Infrastructure.



Aff – 2016 expiry date will cause a disruptive boom and bust cycle (2015)

Photovoltaics International. “Obama proposes permanent extension of solar’s ITC.” John Parnell,

February 02, 2015. &lt;http://www.pvtech.org/news/obama_to_propose_permanent_extension_of_solars_itc_according_to_reports&gt;



Shayle Kann, senior VP at GTM Research told PV Tech in September 2014 that

the cut would mean no new utility solar plants coming on line in 2017. “The ITC

reduction is going to have the biggest immediate impact on the utility scale sector.

What are going to see is a huge boom in installations completed in 2016 and then a

complete collapse in 2017,” said Kann.
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◈ Negative Analysis◈

Policy and financial analysts, meanwhile, paint a less favorable picture of federal tax

credit support for renewable energy and the solar ITC in particular. Recognizing the

renewable energy tax credits have been an enormously important mechanism for

growing the industry, advanced debaters can explore how they could be improved to be

more effective for project developers and more accountable to taxpayers. Critical flaw

of a tax credit is in the financial structure: the required tax equity is scarce and

expensive, especially in a slow economy, limits investment liquidity, drives up

transaction costs, precludes other, lower-cost financing options and, in the end, puts

more money in the pockets of investors and lawyers than solar panels on the roof or

wind turbines in the ground.



◈ Negative Cards◈

Neg – Tax credit only benefits entities with large tax bills (2011)

Congressional Research Service. “ARRA Section 1603 Grants in Lieu of Tax Credits for Renewable

Energy: Overview, Analysis, and Policy Options” Brown &amp; Sherlock, 2011.



Notwithstanding the solar ITC’s impressive track record to date, the limited

reach of tax credits makes them problematic in stimulating continued growth in the

solar market-place. Only entities with hefty tax bills to offset can benefit from such

tax breaks. Many developers do not have tax bills that are high enough to reap the

full and immediate benefits of tax credits for renewable energy. Due to the

high up-front costs for planning, equipment, and construction, it takes many

years before a renewable power project even begins to generate taxable profits to

offset with tax credits
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Neg – Tax credits often create challenging financial circumstances for

renewable energy project development (2010)

The New York Times. “Sunset for a Solar Subsidy?” Matthew L. Wald, November 16, 2010.

&lt;http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/11/16/sunset-for-a-solar-subsidy&gt;



Since many developers lack the profits necessary to use their tax credits,

according to Rhone Resch, head of the Solar Energy Industries Association,they

end up having to sell their credits to tax equity investors at a loss of 30 to

50 cents on the dollar. With every 100 basis points estimated to add $2.50 to

$5.00 per MWh of renewable power output, the steep cost of tax equity

imposes a sizeable burden on the renewable energy industry as it struggles to

become cost-competitive with coal, gas, and other fossil fuel incumbents. For

American taxpayers, the premium yields for tax equity divert up to half of their tax

dollars away from the solar installations and wind farms they were intended to

subsidize and into the hands of Wall Street banks and other high-profit

corporations.



Neg – Tax Credits Fail When Needed the Most (2011)

Bipartisan Policy Center. “Reassessing Renewable Energy Subsidies - Issue Brief.” Sasha Mackler, Nate

Gorence. March 25, 2011. &lt;http://bipartisanpolicy.org/library/reassessing-renewable-energy-subsidiesissue-brief/&gt;



The cyclicality of tax equity poses a separate, similarly grave problem for

solar and other renewable energy developers, the federal government,and its

taxpayers.The 2008/09 economic downturn offers ample evidence of just how

much the availability and, with it, the price of tax equity fluctuate with the

overall state of the economy. Specifically, “[m]acro-trends in tax equity

financing ... are highly correlated to the financial health of a limited number of

large financial institutions.” Even the very largest and most profitable financial

institutions cannot ensure sufficient levels of profitability through an economic

crisis as evidenced by the 2008 departures of Citi Group, American International

Group, and others from the tax equity market.
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Neg – Tax credits can counterproductively increase cost for solar generators

(2009)

Bloomberg New Energy Finance. “Cash is King: Shortcomings of US Tax Credits in Subsidizing

Renewables. Zindler &amp; Tringas. 2009.

&lt;https://www.novoco.com/energy/resource_files/advocacy/ncoep_testimony_042710.pdf&gt;



As a general matter, as low economy will require renewable energy developers to

pay an even higher premium for tax equity than usual.This trend exacerbates

the industry’s existing struggles to become cost-competitive with conventional

sources of energy. Afterall, tax credits are designed to cover only part of the cost of

generating power from solar and other renewable sources, with the wholesale power

price and state incentives intended to fill in the gap. A slow economy, however,

leads to an oversupply of electricity and thereby drives down wholesale power

prices, which, in turn, makes it even harder for re-newable power generators to

break even, let alone make a profit. Tax credits, therefore, fail solar and other

renewable energy developers when they need them most to bridge the widening gap

between depressed wholesale power prices and their generation costs. Ul-timately,

the cyclicality of tax equity makes tax credits for renewables a suboptimal stim-ulus

measure to promote the large-scale deployment of renewable energy, much

less strengthen or revive a struggling economy.



Neg – 2016 Expiry will force solar companies to become more efficient and

emerge more “lean” in 2017 (2015)

Forbes. “"Winter Is Coming" -- Preparing For A Possible Reduction Of The Solar Investment Tax

Credit.” Peter Kelly-Detwiler. April 15, 2015.

&lt;http://www.forbes.com/sites/peterdetwiler/2015/04/15/winter-is-coming-preparing-for-a-possiblereduction-of-the-solar-investment-tax-credit/2/&gt;



So if the ITC winter does come, Patel forecasts that those who have not taken such

measures are in for a rough ride. Meanwhile the companies who have prepared for

it may make it out the either side stronger and better equipped to grab more market

share in a consolidating industry. Those just adding headcount will face the

daunting task of getting resources lined up and will then be faced with high cost

structures in 2017. By contrast, those that are really prepared are going to succeed

in the long run and may emerge the better for the challenge.
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